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Editor comments Author Response 

The actual start date of the trial should be included 
in the paper. This is necessary to ensure that the 
trial registration was prospective. 

This has been added to the start of the results 
(page 14, line 267). 

What are the clinical implications of these results? 
Editors were concerned that standard care may 
have included elements of the 6-PACK program 
and perhaps these were the successful elements. 
What should doctors take away from this study? 

We agree that some elements of the 6-PACK 
program may form part of standard care. The aim 
of 6-PACK was to increase the frequency by which 
these strategies were used and this was clearly 
achieved. However, this increase did not reduce 
falls or fall injuries. We see the key clinical 
implications as: 

1. The problem of falls in acute wards is 
burgeoning as evidenced by the high rates 
of falls and injuries recorded for this and 
other recent studies.  

2. This study supports recent work that 
indicates there is a lack of high level 
evidence for effective falls prevention 
strategies in acute hospital settings. Indeed, 
there is increasing evidence of no effect 
for a range of different interventions and 
their ongoing use as falls prevention 
strategies should be questioned in a culture 
of evidence based practice.  

3. There is an urgent need to review the 
components of existing falls prevention 
programs and explore novel ways of 
preventing falls. There is a need to test 
within robust evaluation designs, programs 
that show promise in observational or pilot 
studies.  

The first paragraph of discussion has been revised 
to highlight these key points. Additional detail has 
also been provided throughout the discussion 
(pages 23-24, lines 360-377). 

Editors were quite surprised that many elements of 
the intervention were not routine care already. This 
might be worth commenting upon. 

Some aspects of the 6-PACK were part of routine 
care but their use was inconsistent. The aim of 6-
PACK was to improve the consistency of 
application. This has been highlighted in the 
introduction (page 7, lines 124-128) and 
discussion (page 23, lines 355-358).   

Please comment on generalisability, particularly in 
light of the low mean age compared to the older 
age of the population at highest risk for falling. 

This study included all patients admitted to study 
wards which provides more generalisable findings 
than studies that recruit individual patients. 
Recruitment of individual patients to a study often 
results in a sample with under-representation of 
patients that are acutely unwell, that require 
interpreters or those that have cognitive 
impairment and therefore limits generalisability. 
 
We have now presented age data as medians and 
percentage aged ≥65 and ≥80 years to enable 
comparison with prior studies and highlights 
cohorts are comparable in age. As data were 
negatively skewed the mean age was lower than 



median age. See Table 1 and further detail in 
response to comments made by reviewer 4 below. 

Editors thought that the intervention could be 
described in better detail. 

The description of the intervention was presented 
in detail in Appendix 1 according to the 
CONSORT extension Template for Intervention 
Description and Replication guidelines. Due to 
restrictions in word count we included this as an 
appendix rather than in the manuscript methods. 
We have added additional information from the 
appendix to the introduction (page 7, lines 114-
124) and methods section (page 9, lines 161-164). 
An alternative option would be to include 
Appendix 1 as an extra table however this would 
then exceed the current 2 page table limit. We 
would appreciate further editorial comment about 
these options.  

We would like to see justification of the 
assumptions in the sample size calculation. 

Details of the original calculation have been added 
(page 11, lines 211-214). In addition, we have 
performed the calculation using formula 5.6 of 
Donner & Klar 2000 and obtained a similar result. 
There is no indication that the trial was 
underpowered. 

Please define what an “acute ward” means for 
physicians not familiar with this specific health care 
system. 

This has been added (page 7, lines 104-110). 

We felt that the randomization and analysis were 
not described in sufficient detail in this paper. To 
provide additional comments, we requested 
specialist statistical review regarding the clustering 
aspect of the trial. That is listed as the last reviewer 
on this letter. 

Additional detail has been added (page 11, lines 
219-223). Please also see responses below to 
comments from reviewer 5. 

We particularly wondered if a medical and surgical 
ward were paired with one another for analysis at 
any point, and whether this would be a reasonable 
pairing. 

No medical and surgical wards were paired. Only 
wards of the same type (e.g. medical with medical 
and surgical with surgical) were paired to 
strengthen the comparative analysis. See detail 
under randomisation (page 11, lines 219-223).  

Confidence intervals should be added on the 
estimates of event rates. 

These have been added throughout the manuscript. 

“Injurious falls” appears as an outcome but is not 
defined in the methods. 

Injurious falls has now been defined in the 
methods (page 10, line 186). 

 
 

Reviewer 1 comments (Amy Drahota) Author Response 

Does the fracture outcome (and data reported) 
include all fractures (i.e. including vertebral 
fractures) or just peripheral fractures? (NB. 
Vertebral fractures are generally not considered to 
be a consequence of falls, according to the 
PROFANE consensus statement on the core 
outcome data sets for falls, albeit in community 
settings: 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1532
-5415.2005.53455.x/full).  

Fractures reported include all fractures. We have 
added the number of vertebral fractures in addition 
to all fractures to enable PROFANE outcomes to 
be reported (see Table 2). 

Randomisation: Can you make it explicit in the 
description of randomisation that sites were 

Wards were randomised at one point in time, after 
recruitment and after the 3 month baseline data 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1532-5415.2005.53455.x/full
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1532-5415.2005.53455.x/full


randomised after they were all recruited, or in their 
pairs (i.e. the second ward of each matched pair was 
recruited prior to the first ward being randomised). 
Since the block sizes were so small and uniform, it 
is possible that the schedule could become 
predictable, had one type of ward already been 
recruited and there was a choice of other wards to 
then match it with. It is not clear from this 
paragraph that the data collected in the 3-month 
period prior to randomisation were collected 
prospectively (as can be inferred from details 
provided later in the report). 

collection. This has been added to the 
randomisation section (page 11, lines 219-223). 

Please can you make a statement as to whether 
there was any public involvement in the research, 
and the nature of this involvement? 

There was no public involvement. This has been 
added (page 13, line 262).  

Figure 2: I find this figure slightly confusing. The 
title can be (mis-)interpreted to mean that the graph 
displays the rate (per 1000 occupied bed days) in 
which “all” of the 6-pack components were being 
used simultaneously. The scale exceeds 1000, 
suggesting the data do not actually represent a rate 
per 1000 occupied bed days. Is this graph actually 
displaying a frequency count of the number of 
occupied bed days per month in which the fall-risk 
tool plus (as appropriate) one or more of the other 
components were being used?  Please can you 
please check and clarify the title and axis labels to 
ensure they are clear and accurate. 

The graph is displaying the rate of use of 6-PACK 
program components per 1,000 occupied bed days 
(OBD) calculated as the sum of total components 
used each observed day (maximum =7; the fall-risk 
tool and each of the six interventions) divided by 
the total OBD x 1,000. 
 
The title of Figure 2 has been amended and 
additional detail added to the statistical methods to 
clarify (page 12, line 240). 

There are a few additional items of data I would 
like to see presented if possible: 
a.      Can you please describe the number of fallers 
as well as the number of falls (see PROFANE 
consensus statement), or explain why this cannot 
be done. 
b.      In order to facilitate the inclusion of your data 
in the Cochrane systematic review, it would be 
good if you could also present the descriptive data 
on the number of fall-related fractures as well as all 
injuries for intervention and control groups 
(summarised). I would be interested to see 
descriptive data of injuries stratified by injury 
severity; other injuries are often not included in 
research of this nature, so I feel it would be 
beneficial for the field to gain a better 
understanding of the scale of the problem. 

This detail has been added to Table 2. 

The discussion concludes that the implementation 
of the intervention was effective, and whilst there 
was a clear difference between the control and 
intervention wards with regards to the usage of the 
tool components, I remain uncertain as to whether 
adherence to the intervention was all that good. For 
example, the description of the intervention 
suggests that the fall-risk tool should be used at 
every shift, but figure 3 suggests this was done less 
than 70% of the time. Perhaps you could make a 
comment around the extent of adherence to all 

We agree with the reviewer that there is more to 
effective implementation than just adherence 
represented by rates of use of program 
components. Indeed, we are currently preparing a 
detailed implementation fidelity paper that explores 
in detail the program adherence and its moderating 
factors (hospital resources, implementation 
strategies and staff responsiveness). Full 
articulation of these elements is considered by the 
authors to be beyond the scope of the current 
paper. We have referred to this analysis in the 



components of the intervention within the 
intervention group (and how it compared to what 
you expected when designing the trial), rather than 
simply compare the intervention’s usage to 
controls. 

discussion. (page 23, line 369-377)  
 
It is difficult to provide estimates on the 
expectations for percentage adherence on the use 
of program components other than the fall-risk 
tool completion and use of alert sign and at least 
one other strategy for all patients classified as high 
risk (expectation 100% adherence). This is because 
the selection of the remaining five interventions 
was based on clinical judgment of each patient’s 
treating nurse. For example, there was no 
expectation that 100% of patients be positioned in 
a low-low bed or be supervised in the bathroom. 
The use of individual strategies was dependant on 
the case-mix. Furthermore, there is limited 
information from prior studies on the ‘gold 
standard’ use of interventions included in the 6-
PACK as previous studies have not collected 
and/or reported data on the use of individual 
program components.   
 
This information has been added to the discussion 
(page 23, line 369-377) 

The discussion contextualises the study against a 
US-based systematic review of randomised and 
non-randomised trials, but makes no further 
reference to the (globally focussed) Cochrane 
systematic review. There is a study referenced in the 
Cochrane review (Stenvall 2007), which has been 
classified as a multifactorial intervention, and 
conducted in Sweden, which did find positive 
effects for falls rate. Likewise, the Australian study 
by Haines 2004, of a multifactorial falls prevention 
intervention (in sub-acute wards) is also not 
mentioned in your report. 

The Cochrane review findings, including the 
Stenvall trial have been expanded in the discussion 
(pages 25-26, lines 407-433). 
 
We referenced sub-acute studies, of which Haines 
2004 is an example, in the introduction but have 
not described them in detail as we believe that 
interventions are unlikely to be generalisable across 
acute and sub-acute settings due to differences in 
case-mix, staffing and resources as highlighted in 
the introduction. 

I’m not sure if you have limited the number of 
references to 30, however it would be nice if you 
could follow-up the 30th reference with others to 
cite examples of emerging research on floor 
coverings and whole system approaches that you 
have mentioned as innovative future directions, but 
not referenced.  Due to my own interests, I am 
most familiar with the flooring literature in which 
there has been some research in hospitals (doi: 
10.1093/ageing/aft067), and nursing home/long-
term care facilities 
(DOI:10.1016/j.jamda.2012.12.077; 
http://injuryprevention.bmj.com/content/18/Sup
pl_1/A20.3; 
https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT016
18786) for example. 

The hospital references have been added to the 
discussion.  

 
 

Reviewer 2 comments (Ronald Shorr)  Author Response 

The methods and presentation are outstanding and 
have no substantive suggestions other than to use 

This has been amended. 

http://injuryprevention.bmj.com/content/18/Suppl_1/A20.3
http://injuryprevention.bmj.com/content/18/Suppl_1/A20.3
https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01618786
https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01618786


points rather than continuous lines in the figures. 

The primary concern is the potency of the 
intervention.  The behaviours encouraged by the 6-
PACK intervention were largely devoted to 
evaluation, documentation and signage with 3 
“interventions” included: alarm, low-low bed and 
gait aid in reach.  As the authors describe there is 
evidence of absence supporting alarms as a fall 
prevention manoeuvre in hospitals, the low-low 
bed data is limited, and the gait aid in reach has not 
been studied but makes clinical sense and is 
included in most hospital fall prevention 
protocols.  Thus, the results are not surprising. 

We agree with this reviewer who has highlighted 
issues raised by the authors regarding the limited 
evidence supporting efficacy and effectiveness of 
commonly used routine falls prevention strategies. 
 

The following points might also be brought up in 
the discussion.  The intervention’s primary impact 
was on documentation and identification.  The fact 
that adding cognitive work to busy nurses should 
be readdressed in light of time could be spend 
DOING rather than CHARTING.  One wonders 
whether the time spent doing scores, signage and 
documenting need for bathroom supervision (the 
behaviours most responsive to the intervention) 
was actually counterproductive. 

We agree and have added this to the discussion 
(page 27, lines 452-458). 

Another point in the discussion might be to 
contrast the findings to those of Dykes (JAMA) 
which was a smaller multifactorial IT study linking 
documentation to suggested prevention 
approaches. 

Additional detail has been added to the discussion 
on prior studies including Dykes (pages 25-26, 
lines 407-433). 

 

Reviewer 3 comments (Anne-Marie Hill) Author Response 

This large study presents new evidence about falls 
prevention in acute care hospital wards from a 
robustly conducted trial. The manuscript provides 
comprehensive results for the reader and as such 
will form a valuable addition to previous data.  
 
However I believe the interpretations and 
conclusions need to be clarified within the context 
of available evidence to date. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The authors note that no specific recommendation 
has been made here but draw attention to previous 
reviewer comments and the modifications that 
have been made in the introduction and discussion 
to better place the current study results within the 
context of available evidence to date. 

Background, Line 111-113: the falls safe program 
uses a completely different group of interventions 
to those in this trial. This needs to be stated for the 
reader. 

This sentence has been amended to add the 
requested detail (pages 8, line 135). 

Methods: The methods are appropriate for falls 
research studies.  
Line 227 – statistically what was done in the 
analyses to control for patients admitted during 
both periods? 

It is possible that a small sub-set of patients were 
included in both the baseline and RCT phases. 
However, no statistical analysis was performed 
using data collected across both of those 
phases/periods. All statistical comparisons 
presented were between groups, not time periods. 

Results: The results are presented clearly and the 
appendix adds good detail for those who are 

Fall injuries are a count of all injuries resulting 
from falls. Injurious falls is a count of all falls 



interested in more detailed breakdown of falls rates. 
Line 264 – assume falls injuries and injurious falls 
are the same data or are you meaning something 
else? Clarify. 

resulting in at least one injury. 
We have added detail on the definition of injurious 
falls to the methods section under outcome 
measures and statistical methods to clarify as well 
as footnotes of Table 2 and Appendix 2. 

The lack of information about the patient 
population means it is difficult to interpret exactly 
what type of population it is. This means that it is 
not easy for the reader to determine whether the 
type of ward population is leading to the null effect. 
More detail should be provided in the table for the 
reader. 

Due to the pragmatic, cluster design of the trial 
that resulted in a substantial sample size, collection 
of data on patient characteristics was restricted to 
that available in hospital administrative data. 
Additional data that was available on comorbidities 
has been added to Table 1. 

I think the discussion is not presenting a well-
balanced review of the evidence in the light of the 
findings. It needs to focus more on the context of 
the interventions used within the available evidence. 
At present the discussion highlights clearly what 
does not work but is less precise about explaining 
to the reader how this sits within the overall broad 
evidence. The reader needs to be presented with all 
the relevant evidence from other studies that could 
explain why this intervention might not work.  See 
specific comments below. 

We have added additional detail, on the Cochrane 
review and studies specific to the acute setting, to 
the discussion (pages 25-26, lines 407-433). 
 
The evidence presented relates to falls prevention 
in the acute hospital setting. We believe that 
interventions are unlikely to be generalisable across 
acute and sub-acute settings due to differences in 
case-mix, staffing and resources. 

The first point is that I think the nature of falls is 
an element which is not being discussed for the 
reader here and needs to be clarified. A difficulty is 
that although the interventions are implemented on 
the wards, there is no way of telling whether they 
were implemented in time: that is prior to patients 
falling.  
 
The authors don’t highlight that LOS is a key factor 
in epidemiological studies, with patients who stay 
longer falling more and other evidence that falls 
occur either very early in the stay or after long 
LOS.  This is too important a point to leave out 
because it explains why strategies that involve nurse 
assessment and implementation which cannot 
always be done immediately, may not work in an 
acute setting and a different approach may be 
needed to implement what were essentially 
rehabilitation type strategies. 

We agree that the timeliness of intervention 
delivery is likely to be a key factor in the 
effectiveness of falls prevention interventions.  
 
We have added data, related to the timing of falls 
and delivery of interventions for which there was a 
100% target, to the results (Figure 5). Data 
suggest falls most commonly occurred on the 
second day of admission and that interventions 
were implemented in time (i.e. quickly and prior to 
falls occurring) and this has been included in the 
results section. 
 
We welcome editorial decision as to value of 
including this given the current length of the 
modified manuscript. Indeed, we are currently 
preparing a detailed paper that explores in detail 
the epidemiological pattern of falls including 
timing of falls in relation to LOS. 

The second point that is not discussed is that the 
mean age of the patients is only 63 years. Since 
multiple studies demonstrate that falls in hospital 
occur more frequently among older people it could 
be that these wards simply don’t have the patient 
population that would benefit from those 
interventions. 
 
 

Table 1 has been revised to provide median age 
(68yrs), % aged ≥65yrs(55%) and % aged ≥80yrs 
(24%).  
 
This demonstrates that the study sample included a 
large proportion of older people and is thought to 
be representative of the acute ward setting. 
 
Of note, almost 1 in 3 falls occurred in patients 
younger than 65 so data from this study suggest 
that falls are still prevalent in younger age groups. 
This data is presented in the paper we are finalising 
on the epidemiological pattern of falls and is 
considered beyond the scope of inclusion for this 



manuscript.  

The third point which again is pivotal to the 
intervention that was delivered in the trial is that 
interventions like low-low beds and bed alarms 
which are used in settings such as residential care 
where over 50% of the population have dementia 
are going to be of lesser value when the sub group 
of the population with cognitive impairment was 
less than 10%. Again delirium is not a very likely 
explanation when the mean age of patients is 63 
and very few have underlying dementia. 

The interventions of low-low beds and bed-chair 
alarms were selected based on their inclusion in the 
single center observational study that reported a 
significant positive impact on falls injuries with an 
observational design. Many hospitals are using 
these interventions as strategies to minimise falls 
and fall related harm (Oliver 2010).  
 
We believe that the estimate of dementia and 
delirium reported for this study are conservative 
due to under-coding of these diagnoses in hospital 
administrative data. See additional detail in 
response to Reviewer 4 below. 
 
The conclusions made in this study can only be 
generalised to the acute setting. Further research 
would be required to test the effectiveness of these 
listed interventions in the residential care setting 
where there is a higher proportion of patients with 
dementia and/or delirium. 

In lines 341-343 and again while lines 374-375 are 
accurate, authors then move to speculative 
statements. Line 379 beginning “system level...” 
They don’t mention that a promising approach 
which has shown to be effective in a large RCT was 
patient education, which was tested on both acute 
and rehabilitation wards (Haines et al 2011 Arch Int 
Medicine). This should be mentioned ahead of 
suggesting novel approaches such as floor 
coverings which have not been tested in large trials. 
Further the Cochrane review found that an 
intervention that tested flooring increased falls. 
Education has been supported by Reference (21 
Dykes et al) who also used patient education, also 
in an acute care setting and Ang et al so this is 
patient education in three different  countries. It 
would be much more helpful in context of this 
discussion, to leave the reader with the available 
evidence and produced a discussion that references 
the available evidence. 

Additional detail has been added to the discussion 
to summarise in further detail all prior studies in 
the acute setting (pages 25-26, lines 407-433).  
 
The flooring study mentioned in the Cochrane 
review was in sub-acute rather than acute wards. 
We have focused the critical appraisal of prior 
literature only on acute studies due to the 
generalisability problems across settings 
highlighted in the introduction. 
 
Face-to-face patient education has some evidence 
of being beneficial for preventing falls when used 
in isolation or as a part of larger falls prevention 
programs (Haines 2004, 2011, Ang 2011, Hill 
2015). However, this work has predominantly been 
in the subacute setting and economic analyses 
indicate it is likely to be inefficient if used in the 
acute setting given the speed of patient turn-over 
(Haines BMC Medicine 2013). 

The Ang study was a targeted multiple intervention 
study not only a study of education. A significant 
reduction in the risk of falling was reported 
however it was not possible to isolate which 
components of the intervention strategies were the 
most effective. Intervention was delivered by two 
nurses in addition to the usual care staff and 
employed only to deliver the intervention. Single 
source for identification of fall events (incident 
reporting) was a limitation. Of note, 72% of 
patients screened were ineligible suggesting that the 
intervention effectiveness can only be generalised 
to a small proportion of patients. These points 



have been added to the discussion. 

Again Lines 360 to 369 uses non referenced 
statements for which much better use of discussion 
would be referencing the studies which have 
investigated why falls occur in different types of 
hospital wards and settings (eg Schwendimann et al 
2008, Hitcho et al and others). I think this 
paragraph needs to be deleted and evidence 
presented about how falls occur and relate that to 
the intervention that was delivered Line 364 – 365 
– I would not state that acute care populations are 
on a pathway to residential care since the mean age 
of the patients was 63 years. I think this is 
overstating the issue, is rather alarmist and does not 
contribute to the discussion in an acute care 
focused way. 

Lines 360 to 369 have been deleted. 
 
We have added reference to the Hitcho and 
Schwendimann studies.  
 

Lines 292-294 – I think this sentence needs to be 
substantially expanded/ corrected for the readers, 
rather than an implication left in the readers’ minds. 
I would first delete the word “interestingly” as not 
precise. Then while incident reporting is known to 
lead to under-reporting of falls and best practice for 
research recommends that more than one method 
be used to identify falls data, there is no suggestion 
in those trials that the under-reporting was peculiar 
to the intervention and not the control group. 
Another compelling reason for the difference is 
that those trials used different intervention 
combinations to the present trial. Moreover the 
mean age of the patients in the UK trial was 81 and 
in the US trial nearly 50% of patients over 65 with 
significant effect noted in that age group. Finally 
there is published data that suggest it was the 
statistical analysis of the trial by Healey et al that 
might need consideration not the measurement of 
the falls. 

We have deleted lines 292-294. 
 
Additional age data we have added to Table 1 
demonstrates that this sample is comparable to the 
US trial as there were >55% aged over 65 in the 6-
PACK sample. 
 
The Cochrane review reported that the UK trial 
(Healey 2004) and US trial (Dykes 2011) had no 
effect on falls and hence had findings consistent 
with this study. These trials also collected falls 
from incident reports alone which has been shown 
to be a critical potential source of bias in this field. 
The benefits of similar multifactorial intervention 
programs have not been found in two much larger 
randomised trials (Cumming 2008 and the current 
6-PACk trial) that have used intensive falls data 
collection methods. 

 
 

Reviewer 4 comments (David Oliver) Author Response 

Null results such as those described here (in this 
case on overall falls and injury rates per 1000 bed 
days) make a useful contribution to the literature, 
especially as the recent Cochrane Review (Cameron 
ID et al) and English National Institute for Health 
and Clinical Excellence Guidelines and Quality 
Standards (NICE 2013 – a key reference that really 
should be cited) suggest that falls interventions in 
hospital can deliver modest reductions in falls rates 
and so should be applied routinely. 

The NICE falls guideline reference has been added 
to the introduction and also the discussion. 

In addition to the references cited and the NICE 
2013 guideline and quality standard already flagged, 
a key background reference is the chapter by Oliver 
D, Healey F and Haines T in Rubenstein and Ganz 
(eds) Clinics in Geriatric Medicine 2010 which 
provides a detailed overview of this subject going 

This reference has been added to the introduction 
and discussion.  



beyond the narrower focus on RCTs provided in 
Cochrane. 

In the introduction, the authors refer to some 
evidence for effectiveness in rehabilitation hospitals 
and the difficulty of comparing like with like. 
However, the converse also applies. In some 
countries – not least the UK – a fair amount of 
post acute rehab would be starting from day 1 or 2 
within the acute ward setting and there is 
considerable blurring between what counts as 
“acute” or “post acute” or “rehab” care. It is likely 
that falls interventions are quite specific to 
populations and settings and so it might be more 
useful just to say that very clear descriptions of case 
mix, medical input, nursing or therapies input are 
required with regard to any study to look at 
transferability. 

An additional paragraph has been added to the 
introduction to clarify this (page 7, lines 104-110). 

Following on from this, the median patient age of 
63 looks very very low by UK standards and 
probably with reference to other countries. The 
Median age of patients admitted acutely to English 
Hospitals is 71 and 25% of all bed days are in 
patients over 80. I am sure similar patterns would 
be seen in several North American and European 
systems – 63 appears to suggest that frail older 
people with complex co-morbidity were selected 
out of these wards and this has implications for 
translation of findings. Falls rates in hospital are 
highest in those in their eighties yet the median age 
of patients here is two decades lower. 

The age data we have added to Table 1 
demonstrates that this sample is comparable to UK 
and US comparison presented as the median age of 
the 6-PACK sample was 68years and there 
were >55% aged over 65 and 25% aged over 80 in 
the 6-PACK sample. 
 
More than 50% of patient admissions had 1 or 
more co-morbidity recorded and >20% had 3 or 
more comorbidities suggesting that the sample did 
include a number of people with multi-
comorbidity. Co-morbidity data has been added to 
Table 1 to support this. 
 
The fall rates reported in this trial are comparable 
to those in older samples. Of note, almost 1 in 3 
falls occurred in patients younger than 65 years so 
data from this study suggest that falls are still 
prevalent in younger age groups. 

Likewise a prevalence of cognitive impairment of 
only 6% defies belief. Again, looking at Dementia, 
around 1 in 4 beds in NHS acute hospitals is 
occupied by someone with Dementia with 40% of 
all acute admissions in over 75s having dementia. 
And if we look at the international literature on 
Delirium (e.g. in NICE or Cochrane) around 1 in 4 
people over 65 in hospitals are either admitted with 
Delirium or develop incident delirium during 
admission. Even in community dwelling over 75s 
around 1 in 7 will have Dementia and many more 
Mild Cognitive Impairment. A prevalence of 6% 
suggests either gross under-ascertainment (how was 
cognitive impairment defined and by whom) or a 
hospital case mix so different from that we would 
expect that it casts doubt on transferability of 
findings. 

Data on delirium and dementia were obtained from 
hospital administrative datasets based on ICD-10-
AM recorded by hospital coders. The 
administrative data is primarily used for case-mix 
funding. We suspect that delirium and dementia 
were under-coded. This is similar to the findings of 
studies comparing the accuracy of coding of 
dementia in administrative data using ICD-10 
codes. (Cummings 2011). 
 
A statement to this effect has been added to the 
discussion (page 25, lines 417-420).  

Some of the most important characteristics of the 
patient group (gait, balance, muscle strength, 
functional impairment in common ADLs, use of 

Due to the pragmatic, cluster design of the trial 
that resulted in a substantial sample size, collection 
of data on patient characteristics was restricted to 



walking aids and crucially whether they have fallen 
recently or been admitted with a fall) are not 
described in the head to head comparison of the 
groups making it hard to know how comparable 
they were. 

that available in hospital administrative data. Data 
on gait, balance, muscle strength, functional 
impairment in common ADLs, use of walking aids 
is not recorded in hospital administrative data and 
were therefore not available. We have added 
additional data to Table 1 on age categories, 
comorbidities, fall and fracture history as this was 
available in the administrative data and 
acknowledged as a limitation that data on the other 
factors were not recorded (page 24, lines 386-
387). 

The authors chose to use a “validated” risk 
assessment tool. Yet there has been a considerable 
literature suggesting that falls risk prediction tools 
for inpatients (see for instance Oliver et al in Clin 
Ger Med, or Hill and Haines Review) are very poor 
at predicting falls and that it is far better to use a 
risk factor tool that targets common falls risk 
factors and does something to reverse each one 
(see NICE recommendations, AGS/BGS 
recommendations). I would like the authors to 
justify using a risk prediction tool validated in one 
study and in a different population as opposed to 
more widely validated tools and more importantly 
to justify why they employed one at all when they 
are of dubious predictive validity and have not 
been shown (Cochrane, Nice etc) to value add to 
fall prevention programmes. 

The TNH-STRATIFY was selected as the fall-risk 
tool as this was the tool used in the single centre 
observational study of the 6-PACK program that 
identified that the program reduced fall injuries. We 
have removed the word ‘validated’ when referring 
to the tool.  
 
The aim of this RCT was to test the program in a 
more rigorous study design and in settings external 
to where the tool and program were developed to 
provide more robust estimates of effect and 
evidence of generalisability. Based on the positive 
results of the single centre observational study 
modifying the program was not considered 
appropriate as it would require further pilot testing 
before conducting a large scale trial. Detail to this 
effect is included in methods (page 9, lines 161-
164). 

The hospitals were allowed to self nominate wards 
with “high falls rates” but how do we know 
whether there was some selection bias and gaming 
from those hospitals which in turn influenced 
wider applicability. 

We don’t believe that selection bias of wards was 
an issue. In evidence of this, at 4 out of the 6 
hospitals, all wards within the hospital that met the 
inclusion criteria were included in the study and 
therefore there was no selection process of which 
wards to include in the study. 
 
Of note, hospital sampling was done at 
convenience. The participating hospitals may 
therefore not be representative of the broader 
population of acute hospitals in Australia or 
internationally. This is included in the limitations 
section. 

We know that there is considerable underreporting 
of non –injurious falls (see for instance Healey, 
Darowski et al Age Ageing 2013) and the very act 
of introducing falls prevention interventions has 
the potential to introduce either greater recording 
of falls or greater under-recording. This in turn 
could mean that there was an artifactual increase in 
falls rates in the intervention wards. How did the 
authors attempt to control for this? 
 

Fall data were collected from multiple sources. 
Furthermore, every fall was reviewed, verified 
(meets study definition) and coded (ward of 
occurrence, fall characteristics including injuries) by 
a second data collector blind to ward group 
allocation. We believe that this approach led to 
minimal error in measurement of falls. To further 
support this, data presented in Figure 4 highlights 
the stability of fall and fall injury rates across the 
baseline and RCT periods for both control and 
intervention wards, suggesting that there was no 
change in fall reporting practices following 
introduction of the 6-PACK program or start of 
the RCT. Detail to this effect is included in the 



limitations section of the discussion (page 27, 
lines 468-482). 

As the interventions were randomised at ward level 
but then the paper only presents aggregated data 
on falls rates and injury rates, it would be 
invaluable to see the breakdown of data by ward so 
readers can see for themselves whether there were 
some apparent effects on individual wards. The 
same applies for the underlying (pre study) secular 
trends in fall and injury rates pre-intervention. 

This information has been added to Appendix 4 
and 5 as well as a comment to the results related to 
the visual inspection of these data revealing no 
disenable trend in fall and fall injury rates in 
individual wards. 

I feel there needs to be a clearer acknowledgement 
in the discussion that this wasn’t “something” vs 
“nothing” all the “control” wards already had falls 
interventions in place and probably a culture of 
focussing on fall prevention and elements of the 6 
Pack already there. I realise they have described 
changes in “Process” measures i.e. documentation 
of 6 pack components on the intervention wards 
but if the control wards already had a culture of 
spotting people with falls risk factors, trying to 
reduce falls, targeting patients who had already 
fallen this might have biased the control group 

We have added detail to the discussion to highlight 
that the comparison wasn’t “something” vs 
“nothing” in the “control” wards. 
 
We do not believe that the control group was 
biased. The rate of falls of >7 per 1000 OBD on 
control wards suggests that falls prevention 
practice was not optimal on control wards. We 
agree that several falls prevention interventions (6-
PACK type interventions and additional 
interventions) were in use in both control and 
intervention wards prior to and during the RCT. 
However, a published practice evaluation using the 
6-PACK sample revealed that practice was sub-
optimal. E.g. Only 13% of patients had their fall-
risk score updated during their admission and only 
24% of fallers had their risk score updated within 
the day following the fall. In evidence of low 
culture of falls prevention, only 64% of all falls and 
75% of falls with injury were documented in the 
incident reporting database. 
(http://www.safetyandquality.gov.au/wp-
content/uploads/2012/01/CREPS-Falls-
Guidelines-Evaluation-27-Feb-2013-Report.pdf). 

It would also be useful to know (if data are 
available) whether despite falls rates not falling, 
whether the number of people falling again after 
their first fall diminished. 

These data have been added to Table 2 and shows 
that there was no change in the number of 
admissions with 2 or more falls recorded between 
intervention and control groups or when 
comparing the baseline to RCT period. 

Because most falls don’t result in serious injury I 
would like to see a clearer discussion of power to 
detect differences in injury rates as opposed to falls 
rates – this is a frequent issue in falls research. 

We agree that a frequent limitation of prior studies 
is that they have been underpowered to detect 
differences in rates of fall injuries. It is a strength of 
this study that it was adequately powered to detect 
changes in fall injuries. This detail has been added 
to the discussion (page 23, line 350). 

I feel the authors should discuss why they picked 
the interventions they did as part of 6 Pack. There 
is nothing there on behavioural and psychological 
symptoms of dementia, nothing on preventing or 
limiting delirium, nothing on support for those 
with visual impairment, nothing on rationalising 
medications, nothing on increasing post acute 
rehabilitation,  nothing on “post fall huddles” to 
prevent second falls in people who have had a first 
one etc etc – if these and other commonly used 
interventions were considered but then not 

The published non-randomised evaluation of the 6-
PACK program (Barker 2009) provides a detailed 
description of the rationale for inclusion of 6-
PACK program components and the processes 
used to develop and refine the program.  
 
The aim of this RCT was to test the program 
developed and found to be successful in the single 
centre observational study. Detail to this effect has 
been added to the introduction (page 7, lines 125-
128).     

http://www.safetyandquality.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/CREPS-Falls-Guidelines-Evaluation-27-Feb-2013-Report.pdf
http://www.safetyandquality.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/CREPS-Falls-Guidelines-Evaluation-27-Feb-2013-Report.pdf
http://www.safetyandquality.gov.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/CREPS-Falls-Guidelines-Evaluation-27-Feb-2013-Report.pdf


incorporated – why? It could be that they are the 
very interventions likely to  have made the biggest 
difference 
 

Modifying the program was not considered 
appropriate as it would require further pilot testing 
before conducting a large scale trial.  
 
We agree that the interventions included in 6-
PACK may not have been optimal and that 
programs that target the behavioural and 
psychological symptoms of dementia and delirium, 
rationalising medications, post-fall huddles may 
achieve better outcomes for selected sub-
populations, and warrant further investigation. This 
has been added to the discussion (page 26, lines 
445-446). 

12 months is a relatively short time to embed a 
completely different attitude and culture and 
awareness around fall prevention and the short 
duration of intervention has bedevilled many RCTs 
in this area. Maybe it takes several years of iterative 
improvements in practice to produce the kind of 
gains required and there is no acknowledgement I 
can see of this potential explanation for  null 
effects here 

We agree that changing practice takes time. 
However, we believe if the 6-PACK was going to 
have a genuine positive effect on falls and fall 
injuries then at least a small positive effect would 
have been observed during a 12 month period 
given the implementation support provided and 
large practice changes observed. No such effect 
was seen.  

Most importantly – and I do feel this is a crucial 
point. There is growing acknowledgement that for 
areas such as improving patient safety, traditional 
RCT methodology may not be completely fit for 
purpose. Numerous hospitals which have 
embedded continuous quality improvement 
methodology, scaling up small experiments through 
PDSA cycles and using run charts have 
demonstrated sustained reductions in falls rates 
(just from the UK I have good examples from 
hospitals in Sheffield, Leeds, Wigan & 
Wrightington, Salford etc) . It may be that the RCT 
(in which it would be considered bad practice to 
refine and adjust the intervention as we go along) is 
precisely the WRONG methodology to employ – 
hence the null results and that QI is the way 
forward. Moreover such pragmatic, grounded 
locally led approaches to patient safety with 
tangible gains speak more to those managing 
hospitals or leading health services than RCTs 
which take time to fund, run and analyse yet the 
authors appear stuck in a paradigm in which the 
RCT is still the “gold standard” of evidence for all 
scenarios as opposed to QI or realistic evaluation. I 
think this needs to be clearly acknowledged in the 
discussion 

The authors strongly reject the posited view that an 
RCT is the wrong methodology for this study. 
 
The authors acknowledge the strengths of quality 
improvement methodology in developing, refining 
and pilot testing implementation of a new 
intervention. This was undertaken in the original 
observational study (Barker 2009). Further the 
authors acknowledge the role of these methods in 
effectively implementing the program in new 
settings and this was undertaken within the 
confines of the cluster RCT. Each site had a 
designated team which reviewed data on a regular 
basis to learn from and improve their 
implementation efforts.  
 
However, the cluster RCT provides a much 
stronger methodology within which to evaluate the 
overall, effectiveness of a complex health service 
intervention and overcomes the issues associated 
with observational trials that are often associated 
with inflated benefits. Not only did this study 
demonstrate no overall effectiveness, there were no 
obvious trend within hospitals and wards to 
suggest this was due to differential implementation 
across sites.  

 

Reviewer 5 comments (Sandra Eldridge) Author Response 

Sample size calculation. The co-primary outcomes 
for this study are rates. There are a number of 
methods that could have been used for the sample 
size calculation. They make slightly different 
assumptions about the relationships between some 

The calculation involved a formula for 
required number of falls injuries in the control 
group, D0, that assumes a Poisson distribution: 

 where the rate 



of the inputs to the calculation (Eldridge & Kerry 
A practical guide to cluster randomised trials in 
health services research 2012). I could not replicate 
the sample size calculation as set out so I think it 
would be helpful to reference a method and add 
some more detail to make clear exactly what you 
did. Also have you taken any account of variable 
cluster size? The figure of 16,000 patient ward 
admissions also does not seem quite right if there a 
1000 per ward and 24 wards. 

ratio theta=0.7, z=2.8 (power 80% and two-sided 
alpha 5%) with an inflation factor of 2 for the 
design effect based on ICC=0.001. The details of 
this are provided in the protocol paper. We have 
repeated the calculation using formula 5.6 of 
Donner & Klar 2000 and obtained a similar result 
so we are not concerned that the trial was 
underpowered. No account of variable cluster size 
was made in the original sample size calculation, it 
was unclear a priori the extent to which occupied 
bed days would vary by ward and we acknowledge 
that in fact there was considerable variability. We 
have removed reference to 16,000 as this is not 
required for the sample size calculation. 

Randomisation. This seems OK though it would be 
good to have a bit more detail. Were the wards 
recruited in pairs? What details were given to the 
statistician? How was the statistician kept blind to 
the identity of wards? This might have been 
revealed to them in other ways than being actually 
involved in the recruitment? 

Additional detail has been added to the 
randomisation section (page 11, lines 219-223). 

Data collection. While collecting data from 
multiple sources might prove more robust, this 
does depend on how the data are used to calculate 
outcomes. This isn't clear in the manuscript at the 
moment. 
 

A fall recorded in any source that was verified (met 
the study definition and occurred on a study ward 
during the study period) by the second independent 
assessor was included as an outcome event. This 
has been clarified in the methods (page 11, lines 
201-203). 

Any analysis model for this trial will inevitably be 
complicated. Strictly there are three levels of 
clustering - bed days within patients within wards 
within hospitals.  Whether an additional level for 
hospital should be introduced is open to question 
but it would not make any difference to the 
conclusions of the trial so it is probably OK not to 
include it. However, I was not completely 
convinced by the appropriateness of the model as 
described in the paper. As I interpreted it, a fixed 
effect for ward type does not seem to allow for 
pairing only for type of ward? Either the analysis 
needs explaining better or it needs redoing to take 
account of the pairing. 
 

Three-level models were considered but were 
found to be generally unstable and failed to 
converge in a number of instances. This occurred 
with either hospital or ward pair as the top level of 
the hierarchy (with wards nested within the top 
level variable and patient admission bed 
days nested within wards). With only 24 wards in 
the study, having an additional level above ward in 
the hierarchy is presumably cutting the available 
data too thin. 
 
Where these three-level models did converge the 
results were similar and led to the same conclusions 
as those presented in the paper.  
Using the fixed effect for ward type was based on a 
consideration of stratified randomisation. In the 
majority of hospitals the ward type defined the 
pairing since there were only one ward of either 
type. In two hospitals there was a choice in the 
pairing. Thus this analysis option was taken as a 
pragmatic alternative to a three-level model with 
pairing as the top level. 

Since assumptions are made about OBDs in 
describing the sample size calculation it would be 
useful to include OBDs in some of the results. 
Perhaps in appendix 2? 
 

This has been added to Appendix 2. 

On page 11 subgroup analyses are described but I 
could not see those in the results. 

These are reported in the results page 21, line 331 
‘Consistent results were observed in analysis by 



ward type (medical and surgical) both in primary 
unadjusted and secondary analysis adjusted for age 
and cognitive impairment (Appendix 3)’. 

 


